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All Uniface’s traditional strengths
plus a totally new integrated
development environment that
makes teams even more productive

With Uniface 10 Enterprise Edition, your company can tackle the key
challenges of enterprise application development:
• Meeting the continuous requirement for increased productivity, without
sacrificing quality.
• Easing the challenge of resource availability by eliminating the need for
cross training development resources.
Long-time Uniface customers and new customers alike can transition to the
platform seamlessly given its intuitive user interface (UI). Both groups are
welcoming its modern look and feel and enhanced productivity features:
• A shorter time to market for new Uniface applications, and faster, more
efficient maintenance of existing ones.
• No “technology break” – existing applications can be migrated to Uniface
10 simply by importing the code, the same as with all our previous
versions.
• Uniface 10 is “made by developers for developers.” Our development lab
has put a lot of thought and hard work into making sure it does what
application developers really need.

Uniface 10 Enterprise Edition: Model-Driven
Development with a New IDE
Uniface 10 gives you and your developers all the functionality and benefits
of previous versions of Uniface, such as the model-driven development
concept, combined with a totally new, leading-edge integrated development
environment (IDE) that’s even more productive to use. Great new features
include:
Everything you need to modify an application, in one place. Instead of
repeatedly drilling down to find individual elements that need to change,
developers can see all the relevant information on one screen and can update
everything at once. You’ll be amazed how much time it saves.

10 Ways Uniface
Helps You Succeed

All-round convenience. We’ve standardized and streamlined existing features
like handling triggers and libraries. Developers get a really usable, productive
working environment. End-users get applications that are simply stunning,
both visually and functionally. And all this is true for every platform: client/
server, web-based or mobile.

#1 PRODUCTIVITY
#2 RELIABILITY
#3 SECURITY
#4 INTEGRATION &
REUSE

#5 SCALABILITY
#6 AGILITY
#7 SUSTAINABILITY
#8 TECHNOLOGY

INDEPENDENCE

#9 COMMUNITY
#10 PARTNERSUNITED
PROGRAM

The new Uniface 10 IDE
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What’s gone into Uniface 10?

We use Uniface already – why should we get excited about
Uniface 10?

A lot of hard work! This was
an enormous project, and our
team rallied to re-engineer
and rebuild the development
environment virtually from
scratch in record time.

Amazing new features. Uniface 10 includes a host of features, such as code

Expert advice. Third-party
experts like user interface (UI)
psychologists have helped us
ensure our IDE reflects the
latest design principles and is
user friendly, visually exciting,
and functionally up to date as
other widely used IDEs.

more productive – and get more satisfaction from their work. We’ve been using

hinting, added to the familiar Uniface benefits that you already know and love.
Building on what’s there. As well as the new features, you’ll also notice
improvements to Uniface’s existing usability and productivity features.
Happy, productive developers. Your Uniface developers will quickly become
it in-house for a while, and our developers aren’t keen on switching back to the
previous version.
Flexible migration. You might decide to migrate a couple of applications first
and leave the rest in Uniface 9 while you retest. You could just develop new
applications with Uniface 10 and then migrate the rest when you’re ready.
It’s easy to have Uniface 9 and 10 running on the same hardware platform by
partitioning it into virtual machines.

All our existing development
functionality. For ease of
transition, Uniface 10 includes
all the developer functionality
of Uniface 9, built up over 30
years.
Ideas from Uniface
developers. We’ve focused
on the IDE areas that our user
community has told us are
most important to them, and
that have the greatest effect
on productivity and ease of
use.
Valuable help from our
customers. People who first
developed their applications
25 years ago can smoothly
migrate those applications
to Uniface 10, thanks in part
to some customers who
have already migrated their
applications.

About Uniface

Uniface, the most productive, reliable development tool in the industry, provides a model-driven
environment for the rapid development of scalable enterprise mission-critical applications.
Learn more at www.uniface.com
Europe: +31 (0) 20 311 62 22			
Global Offices: www.uniface.com/contact		

US: (248) 233-0866
Email: ask@uniface.com
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